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YOUR MINIMUM VIABLE WEBSITE:



Question 1 (Bob)
You mentioned Google Analytics in last week's webinar, and in the 

comments, someone posted a brief link to a "cure" for Google Analytics ghost 
spam. How significant are both ghost spam and crawler spam, and what are 
the consequences to a typical Rainmaker website of not doing whatever is 

necessary to get rid of them? 

Can you give any "best practices" advice on which of these methods (or 
anything else you know of that is better) is the best way for non- (or partially-) 

technical website builders can give Google Analytics spam the amount of 
attention it needs, without taking away too much time from all of the other 
critical aspects of creating and maintaining a successful Rainmaker site?



“It’s not worth the stress. Website analytics data is not exact, 
and at some point it’s just not worth the effort or money to 

remove every single little spam hit. 

“If you do really care about it, then Analytics Edge and Optimize 
Smart do have some good ideas about removing spam. I would 

also recommend Lunametrics, and there are lots more. 

“But it’s not a service you should feel the need to pay for. 
That’s going too far.”

— Loryn Thompson (@lorynwithaY)
Data Analyst, Rainmaker Digital



The main cause of Google Analytics spam is bots that ping Google Analytics 
account numbers with fake information through the Google Analytics API 

(Measurement Protocol). That’s "ghost spam," and in my experience, it comprises 
the bulk of the spam most websites get, which is why people tend to say it is the 

most effective way to remove spam (the “cure”). 

"Crawler spam,” also known as “referral spam,” is crawler bots (much like the 
crawlers search engines use) that do actually visit your site, but don’t represent real 
people. I’ve found Google Analytics’ built-in option to exclude bot traffic does a great 

job of excluding this traffic. 

So, if you turn on GA's bot traffic filtering and use a hostname filter, you are 
likely to remove most, if not all, of the spam traffic on your site. 

— Loryn Thompson (@lorynwithaY)
Data Analyst, Rainmaker Digital



These Google Analytics settings can be found under “Admin” which is 
now a gear icon in the lower left hand corner. 





Important note: 

Before you make any changes to your account settings, though, be 
sure to set up a view without any filters (a “raw” view). This will track 

*all* traffic to your site, just in case you accidentally exclude 
something you actually want to keep.

— Loryn Thompson (@lorynwithaY)
Data Analyst, Rainmaker Digital



The implications of not removing your spam are:

 1) Your site session numbers will be artificially inflated, and won’t represent real 
people on your site, which is important if you are using session or user data to 

calculate conversion rates. Bots won’t ever convert! 

2) Any behavior metrics you track on your site (such as time on page, pages per 
session, and of course conversion rates) will be skewed by the bots, because bots 

don’t behave like humans do online. 

That being said, it’s okay if your analytics data has a very small amount of spam 
mixed in. At a certain point, it’s not worth the trouble to track it all down and keep up 
with it. There’s no hard rule for how much spam is “okay” in your GA account, but I 
would say if you’ve already taken basic steps to remove it and the remaining 

spam is less than 5% of your overall traffic, I wouldn’t worry about it. 

— Loryn Thompson (@lorynwithaY)
Data Analyst, Rainmaker Digital



Question 2 (Fred)

On setting up HTTPS — isn't it preferred by Google these days?

Also, I heard that it may cause issues when embedding content, say from 
YouTube or Vimeo or SoundCloud that is not an https link. What are 

appropriate practices when setting https as default for entire site? How about 
setting internal links — should we use  https:// or should we skip the http or 

https and just use the slug?



HTTPS Best Practices
• Check your Rainmaker HTTPS settings 
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HTTPS Best Practices
• Check your Rainmaker HTTPS settings 
• Check your website at whynopadlock.com 
• Check your URLs 

• If your entire site is HTTPS, then all URLs need to be https:// 
• If only your checkout page is HTTPS, then all URLs on that 

page (including images!) need to be https:// 
• Best practice: use protocol-relative URLs (e.g. instead of 

http://url.com use //url.com)

http://whynopadlock.com
http://url.com










Question 3 (Carol)

Right now our profile settings are in my business partner's name, but most 
everything we do is a joint effort so we want to attribute blog posts to both of 

us and use a joint bio.  How can we do that?  

Also how do I set up a bio for a guest author?



















Question 4 (Nicolas)

If the domain is currently hosted by GoDaddy (with almost no content) and 
will be transferred to Rainmaker, should the domain transfer happen before 
the site is ready to go live in order to have working email addresses through 

the domain?











Question 5 (Heinrich)

So that I understand it, since I have been out of the loop so to speak, the 
name for my new site in General Settings, will become my Domain name? 

And then my URL? Or are these separate entities from the site name? 

Or can the Domain name be something like HDS Fine Art? Can I change it 
later if I so desire, after launching the site?









Question 6 (Fred)

Don't recall if you have a session planned on Results and metrics or no but 
that would be great to understand and interpret the dashboard analytics 

reports, plus hints and tips using the Results reports and from within Google 
Analytics

It's a confusing and overwhelming amount of data and would really like to 
know what is useful to judge and improve engagement with the site's content 

and to improve conversion.







Question 7 (Nicolas)

Can the modules/lessons in the LMS sidebar be made to collapse (so that 
lessons only drop down when a module is clicked on)?











Question 8 (Carol)

The form on the contact page is already there on the Rainmaker Pro 
template. If I add the short code for the form like you show in the video the 

form shows up twice. Where is the default form indicated on the contact page 
layout if I wanted to delete or change it?











Question 9 (Fred)

When talking about the bio and author box, it made me think Copyblogger 
has a bunch of articles on how to create a great bio, and there are articles on 

a bunch of the topics you're talking about here.

How about linking to the best or most practical articles for each topic you are 
covering — plus, link directly to the RM help pages (or point to them or how 

to find them with search)? Just an idea



Question 10 (Nicolas)

Can content for lessons (i.e. voiced over pdfs, flash presentations, 
PowerPoint, etc) be created in Rainmaker or does it have to be made with 

another program then uploaded as media?



Upcoming Sessions
How to Choose the Best Theme for 

Your Rainmaker Site (with Rafal Tomal)
Wednesday, February 22 from 11-11:45 a.m. Eastern Time

Q&A on Rainmaker Design Settings
Wednesday, March 1 from 1:00-1:45 p.m. Eastern Time  



Additional Questions?



http://newrainmaker.com

